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Joseph Weber: Pioneer of GW detection

1969: Sensitivity ~10 million times less that IFO’s today. 



John A. Wheeler

He [Weber] threw himself with religious fervor 
at the gravitational waves and pursued them
for the rest of his career. Sometimes I wonder 

if I didn’t fill him with too much enthusiasm 
for this monumental task.



           Michelson Interferometer



Michelson-Morley experiment:
Accuracy: 10^-8 m (10^-9 relative)

Advanced Interferometer:
Accuracy: 10^-19 m (3 x 10^-23 relative), 100Hz BW

4 optical resonators
arranged around
Michelson IFO

Michelson, with additions...

10m arm-length 3-4 km arm-length



Michelson-Morley experiment:
Accuracy: 10^-8 m (10^-9 relative)

Advanced Interferometer:
Accuracy: 10^-19 m (3 x 10^-23 relative), 100Hz BW

10m arm-length 3-4 km arm-length

Michelson, with additions...
Measurement limited
by Heisenberg 
uncertainty
h ~ dx * dp 
(40kg masses) 



Other Interferometers

Illustration: Josh Field



Other Interferometers

Illustration: Josh Field



Japanese synchronous recycling interferometer
(100 MHz)



Fermilab ‘holometer’ interferometer
(1-13 MHz)

2 x PRMI IFO



Interferometry gets harder at high frequencies

■ h = dL / L     loss of strain (h) due to smaller L→

■ Small L  small beam sizes  harder to operate high power to reduce → →
shot noise



The (inverse) Gertsenshtein effect

■ Gravitational-waves propagating in magnetic fields convert into photons.
(G. A. Lupanov JETP 25, 76 (1967), Gertsenshtein, Sov. Phys., JETP 14, 84 (1962)) 



Similarity: Axion search using laboratory static magnetic fields

■ Axions are generated in the magnetic field coupled to two photons.

■ Axions, in the second region of the magnetic field, decay into photons. 



ALPS (Any-Like Particle Search) DESY Germany

■  
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F IG . 1: G raphic representation of the experimental setup aiming at the detection of W ISPs. T he searched-for electromagnetic
waves is a product of the hypothetical W ISP decaying in the constant magnetic field region. By analogy, the photons detected
can also be due to the passages of G W s propagating in the constant magnetic field.

decay into electromagnetic radiation is located on both sides of a HE R A superconducting dipole magnet operating
in a liquid Helium at a temperature of 4 K . T he HE R A dipole provides a magnetic field of 5 T in a length of 8.8 m
which was divided in two equal lengths of 4.3 m, separated by a “ wall” . One region serves the photon conversions
into W ISPs and the other serves the reverse process decaying W ISPs into photons.

T he electromagnetic radiation, generated by the decay of the W IPSs in the magnetic field, passes through a
connection to a light-tight box in which a mirror redirects signal photons into a lens (focal length f = 40mm) which
focuses the light onto a ⇡ 30 µm diameter beam spot on the CCD camera.

ii) OSQAR experiment at CE R N [10]
T he OSQAR experiment performed the last experimental run in 2015, and the specific characteristics of the

experimental setup are found in [9, 10]. T he OSQAR collaboration has used two LHC superconducting dipole
magnets separated by an optical barrier, (for a conceptual scheme see Fig. 1). T he LHC dipole magnet is cooled down
to 1.9 K with a superfluid He and generates, in the beam pipe, a constant magnetic field of 9 T , along a length of
14,3 m. T he vacuum pipe traverses through the magnetic field region with a total gas pressure of (10− 6 − 10− 7) mbar.
Data acquisition has been performed in two essential runs with two di↵erent CCD’s with di↵erent quantum efficiency.
To focus the generated photons of the beam onto the CCD, an optical lens with a focal length of 100 mm has been
used, installed in front of the detector.

iii) CAST experiment at CER N [11]
T he CE RN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST ) experiment has the aim to detect or set upper limits on the flux of the

hypothetical low-massW ISPs produced by the Sun. To test thisprediction, a used refurbished CER N superconducting
dipole magnet of 9 T and 9 m length has been used. T he solar Axions with expected energies in the keV range can
be converted into X-rays in the constant magnetic field, and a X -ray detector has been used to performed runs in the
time period 2013 - 2015. To optimise the cross section both the two parallel pipes which pass through the magnet
have been used which correspond to (2x14.5 cm2). T he magnet is mounted on a movable platform to follow the sun
during sunrise and sunset for about 1.5 hours. T he CAST detector mounted on the sunrise system had installed a
telescope with a focal length of 1.5 m enhanced for (0.5-10) keV energy range to focus into a Micromegas detector
and the specific of the quantum efficiency which have been used are found [37].

In the W ISPs generation cavity, the photons interacting with the transverse magnetic field generate gravitons of
the same frequency and successively can be converted into photons in the magnetic field of the conversion cavity
(the case for the ALPS and OSQAR experiment). T he amplitude estimation for the ALPS experiment which is the
only one which usees a Fabry-Perot cavity to enhance the number of photons (power build of 1.2 kW ) corresponds
to an amplitude less than hc 10− 49 which is far smaller than the magnitude of GW s background estimated at the
frequency region of detection.

V I . M I N I M A L D E T E C T I O N G W A M P L I T U D E

In sec. IV , we calculated the energy density and density parameter per logarithmic energy interval of the formed
electromagnetic radiation in the GR APH mixing due to the interaction of a stochastic background of GW s with a
transverse and constant magnetic field. T he expressions found in sec. IV are intrinsic expressions related to the
stochastic background of photons generated in the GR APH mixing and have nothing to do with the detector. In
this section we want to connect the GW amplitude found in sec. IV to the detector characteristic and measurable
quantities. Consider the case when we ignore the generation of the W ISPs (the dotted part in the Fig. 1) and focus
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F IG . 1: Graphic representation of the experimental setup aiming at the detection of W ISPs. T he searched-for electromagnetic
waves is a product of the hypothetical W ISP decaying in the constant magnetic field region. By analogy, the photons detected
can also be due to the passages of G W s propagating in the constant magnetic field.

decay into electromagnetic radiation is located on both sides of a HE R A superconducting dipole magnet operating
in a liquid Helium at a temperature of 4 K . T he HE R A dipole provides a magnetic field of 5 T in a length of 8.8 m
which was divided in two equal lengths of 4.3 m, separated by a “ wall” . One region serves the photon conversions
into W ISPs and the other serves the reverse process decaying W ISPs into photons.

T he electromagnetic radiation, generated by the decay of the W IPSs in the magnetic field, passes through a
connection to a light-tight box in which a mirror redirects signal photons into a lens (focal length f = 40mm) which
focuses the light onto a ⇡ 30 µm diameter beam spot on the CCD camera.

ii) OSQAR experiment at CE R N [10]
T he OSQAR experiment performed the last experimental run in 2015, and the specific characteristics of the

experimental setup are found in [9, 10]. T he OSQAR collaboration has used two LHC superconducting dipole
magnets separated by an optical barrier, (for a conceptual scheme see Fig. 1). T he LHC dipole magnet is cooled down
to 1.9 K with a superfluid He and generates, in the beam pipe, a constant magnetic field of 9 T , along a length of
14,3 m. T he vacuum pipe traverses through the magnetic field region with a total gas pressure of (10− 6 − 10− 7) mbar.
Data acquisition has been performed in two essential runs with two di↵erent CCD’s with di↵erent quantum efficiency.
To focus the generated photons of the beam onto the CCD, an optical lens with a focal length of 100 mm has been
used, installed in front of the detector.

iii) CAST experiment at CER N [11]
T he CE RN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST ) experiment has the aim to detect or set upper limits on the flux of the

hypothetical low-massW ISPs produced by the Sun. To test thisprediction, a used refurbished CER N superconducting
dipole magnet of 9 T and 9 m length has been used. T he solar Axions with expected energies in the keV range can
be converted into X-rays in the constant magnetic field, and a X-ray detector has been used to performed runs in the
time period 2013 - 2015. To optimise the cross section both the two parallel pipes which pass through the magnet
have been used which correspond to (2x14.5 cm2). T he magnet is mounted on a movable platform to follow the sun
during sunrise and sunset for about 1.5 hours. T he CAST detector mounted on the sunrise system had installed a
telescope with a focal length of 1.5 m enhanced for (0.5-10) keV energy range to focus into a Micromegas detector
and the specific of the quantum efficiency which have been used are found [37].

In the W ISPs generation cavity, the photons interacting with the transverse magnetic field generate gravitons of
the same frequency and successively can be converted into photons in the magnetic field of the conversion cavity
(the case for the ALPS and OSQAR experiment). T he amplitude estimation for the ALPS experiment which is the
only one which usees a Fabry-Perot cavity to enhance the number of photons (power build of 1.2 kW ) corresponds
to an amplitude less than hc 10− 49 which is far smaller than the magnitude of GW s background estimated at the
frequency region of detection.

V I . M I N I M A L D E T E C T I O N G W A M P L I T U D E

In sec. IV , we calculated the energy density and density parameter per logarithmic energy interval of the formed
electromagnetic radiation in the GRAPH mixing due to the interaction of a stochastic background of GW s with a
transverse and constant magnetic field. T he expressions found in sec. IV are intrinsic expressions related to the
stochastic background of photons generated in the GR APH mixing and have nothing to do with the detector. In
this section we want to connect the GW amplitude found in sec. IV to the detector characteristic and measurable
quantities. Consider the case when we ignore the generation of the W ISPs (the dotted part in the Fig. 1) and focus

 Magnets provided from spare LHC particle 
accelerator working @ superfluid helium (2 
K).

 Magnetic field Field:  = 9 T. 𝐵
 Magnet length:  = 14.3 m. 𝐿
 Photodetector @  532 nm.
 Data acquisition 2014-2015.
 Excluded detection of physical signal @ 

95% confidence interval.



CAST (CERN Axion Solar Telescope) CERN Switzerland

 Magnet provided from spare LHC particle 
accelerator working @ superfluid helium (2 K).

 Magnetic field: 9 Tesla.
 Length: 9 m.
 X-Ray detector @  3 nm.
 Data acquisition 2013-2015.
 Excluded detection of physical signal @ 95% 

confidence interval.



GWs upper limits: ALPS, OSQAR, CAST

Detectors

■ Cannot be pointed deliberately to the emitting 
sources, except CAST

■ GWs upper limits at Ultra-High-Frequencies 
(UHF): optical 5x1014 Hz and X-ray  1018 Hz

Suited sources

■ Cosmological sources: stochastic, isotropic, 
stationary, and Gaussian gravitational-waves.

■ UHF GWs candidates: Primordial black holes 
(PHB), thermal GWs from the Sun.



Parameters necessary to compute the characteristic amplitude

■ detected number of photons per second, 

■ cross-section of the detector,

■ magnetic field amplitude,

■ distance extension of the magnetic field,

■ frequency of the detector

■ quantum  efficiency of the detector



UHF GW characteristic amplitude upper limits 

ArXiv 1908:00232
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“Large signal” is here...



Primordial black hole evaporation and upper limits

■ PBH evaporation: predicted stochastic isotropic UHF GWs 
background  

■ Sun: thermal activity in core generates UHF GWs. 
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Graviton to photon mixing and future laboratory axion experiments
 ALPS II, JURA, IAXO

ALPS II



Graviton to photon conversion in resonant Fabry-Perot cavity, 
ALPS II and JURA



Graviton to photon mixing and future laboratory axion experiments
 ALPS II, JURA, IAXO

ALPS II

JURA

960960

new



Graviton to photon mixing and future laboratory axion experiments
 ALPS II, JURA, IAXO

IAXO



Graviton to photon mixing and future laboratory axion experiments
 ALPS II, JURA, IAXO
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FIG . 4: In the upper panel conceptual scheme of the experimental setup A LPS I I and a possible follow-up named JU R A where
we note the addition of the F P cavity in the right-hand side. Our prediction for the sensitivity of the minimal amplitude of
hm in

c used the right-hand side process, where the photons generated via graviton-photon mixing are resonantly enhanced in
the Fabry-Perot cavity. In the lower panel, the Fabry-Perot resonator concept is described where E gr ap h is the electric field
generated from the graviton photon mixing in the cavity, E ci r c is circulating electric field accumulated inside the resonator after
transmission losses on both mirrors, E t r ans is transmitted electric field through the mirrors and L the length of the cavity.

✏γ N dar k (Hz) A (m2) B (T ) L (m) F
ALPS I Ic 0.75 ⇡ 10− 6 ⇡ 2⇥ 10− 3 5.3 120 40 000

JU R A 1 ⇡ 10− 6 ⇡ 8⇥ 10− 3 13 960 100 000
IAXO 1 ⇡ 10− 4 ⇡ 21 2.5 25 -

TA BLE I I : Parameters of APLs I Ic, JU R A and IAX O proposals used to estimate the predicted minimum detectable G W
amplitude through the graviton-photon mixing in their constant and transverse magnetic field: ✏γ is the efficiency photodetector
at 1064 nm, N dar k correspond to the number of photons per unit of time limited by the dark count sensitivity, A is the cross-
section, B (T ) is the magnetic field magnitude, L is the magnetic field length and F is the finesse of the cavity.

One of the most important changes that ALPS I Ic, with respect to the ALPS I and OSQAR , is the use of
a Fabry-Perot cavity to enhance the decay processes of W ISPs into photons, see Fig. 4. T he Fabry-Perot
cavity will allow just a range of electromagnetic waves to be built up resonantly, within the cavity bandwidth:
∆ ! c = ∆ ! F SR /F where F = ⇡/(1 − R ) is the cavity finesse, ∆ ! F SR = ⇡/L is the cavity free spectral range,
and R is the reflectance of the mirrors. T he Fabry-Perot cavity enhances the decay rate of W ISPs to photons
[53]. T his is an essential aspect because it will also account for the transition of gravitons into photons [54].
Stochastic broadband GW s converted into electromagnetic radiation would excite several resonances of the
cavity at frequencies ! c ± n∆ ! F SR , where ∆ ! c is the cavity frequency bandwidth, and n is an integer number
with its range depending on the coating of the mirrors. To calculate the response of the Fabry-Perot resonator,
we use of the circulating field approach [55, 56], as displayed in the lower panel of Fig. 4. We assume a steady
state approximation to derive the circulating electric field ~E circ inside the cavity and the mirrors have the same
reflectance R and transmittance T . Defining the phase shift after one round trip 2φ(! ) = 2! L , the accumulated
electric field ~E circ after a large number of reflections (which can be assumed infinite in the calculations below)
of the electric field ~E graph generated in the GRAPH mixing is:

IAXOALPS II (successor JURA )



Prospects
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A Hertz experiment?
Weber’s / Sinsky’s idea:

GW generator and matched detector

Maybe possible for EM-GW / GW-EM conversion 
experiments?



A Hertz experiment?

Weber’s / Sinsky’s idea
Maybe possible for conversion experiments?



JURA could get close to detecting its generated
gravitational waves

JURA

960960

new



Interferometry up to ~100MHz

A case for co-located interferometry
for cross-correlation studies



CAD Layout: A. Ejlli

Cardiff co-located interferometers



Cardiff co-located interferometers

Multi-purpose facility for correlated interferometry:

● Technology development (squeezing and entangled 
squeezing for correlated interferometry)

● Quantization of space-time
● Dark matter searches
● High-frequency gravitational waves (1 - 100 MHz)



Conclusions

■ We set upper limits on stochastic UHF 
GWs using data of laboratory axion 
search experiments.

■ The upgraded ALPS II, JURA, and 
IAXO are potential infrastructure for 
the stochastic UHF GWs detection. 

■ UHF GWs of PBH evaporation are an 
investigation at the very early universe 
and observation at the Planck Scale.



Questions

■ Should we be discouredged by being 
many orders of magnitude away from 
meaningful sensitivities?

■ What do you think about the value of 
a Hertz experiment? 

■ Could funding be motivated for 
magnetic conversion detectors 
(as dedicated facilities or at least 
modifications of existing facilities)?
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